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This toolkit is designed to help you to
keep on track during your experience,

and learning while having fun.
 

Everybody is thrilled to learn
a language... at first

.
Suddenly the excitement ends with

the realization about the commitment
you really need for learning.
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This Toolbox is handed to you to work
as a compass:
it gives you the orientation you need,
but the journey is up to you.

But always remember the principle,
that in order to succeed, you need to DARE in your life:

rill on your skills
chieve your balance

ealize your goal
nsure your success

How to Use It



Components

Game Theory

You may refer to the STARTER Toolbox,
to take advantage of more exclusive tools.

 

Download it for free at:
www.keytothink.com/selfcoachtoolbox

Anything is simpler if seen as a game.
Let's take advantage of that.

Dual Coding
A language is not only word, it is far more colorful.
Use your brain hacks to boost your results.

Checklist
A non-prescriptive tool designed to look back
retroactively and course correct where needed.

Motive
You are not going far without a good reason.
First, transform your goal in a journey.



Learning nowadays is easier because
of the infinity of resources at your
disposal. Instead of sticking to
traditional methods, shift from a tool
to another to maximize your success.

Go! (and keep going)
Being part of daily communication,
language is all about practice. You can
learn by mistakes and typos. Planning
is only a small part of the real fun.

Planning Language Learning

Have clarity
Understand deeply your reason to learn..
Make sure to have that your goal is SMART.
Also, plan ahead what you need to learn.

Prioritize by need
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Level Up & Record Progresses
Once you feel confident enough,
move forward. If you get stuck
somewhere, review your objective
and try another option to achieve what
you need.
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Specifications:
What and How you want to learn it?
 

Measurements:
How do you keep track of progresses?
 

Achievements:
How you will commit time and energy to your learning?
 

Reality of application:
How you will use what you learn?
 

Time you give yourself:
How long to achieve your goal?

Therefore, you may ask yourself:
"Why do I want to learn __________?"

  

Use the S.M.A.R.T. model to describe your vision in a sentence.

Motivations can be external (money, success) or internal (personal satisfaction,
meaning, personal needs). List down your motivations.

 

Beware that if external motivations are stronger than internal ones,
you may jump off the road overtime.

It is proven that you can achieve better results
by planning ahead. This also mean to have clear

your reasons to learn something.

Once again. you can use the of the STARTER free package
to mindfully design a sustainable goal. Download at: 

 

www.keytothink.com/selfcoachtoolbox

Have Clarity (1/2)
Plan it. Then, Do it.



Have Clarity (2/2) 

BOREDOM

FRUSTRATION

Skill Lv.

Challenge

BASICS
HABIT BUILDING
(PROFICIENCY)

the more you practice, the better you are
they are funnier if they are interactive
you can move from level to level by powering up and/or getting experience
there are rules to follow, but you can "cheat" to do better
as in video games, multi-player is a good option to test how good you are

Learning a language and playing a game few things in common:

MASTERY
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If a game is too easy to complete, you
get bored easily.

If it is too hard, you just get frustrated
and leave it behind.

So it is with languages: you must
challenge yourself one step at a time.

What you need to earn is making a
habit of a language: use it every day,
do mistakes and try again.

How do you mean "fluent"?  
 

Based on your goal, assess the level of difficulties
you want to go through. Be realistic but don't hold back:

No Pain = No Gain.
 

Ask this question to yourself and write down the answer
beside the goal: that's going to be a measurement.

Like a Video Game



Prioritize by need

DO = all what is effective immediately and you need to move forward
PLAN = all stuff you can do but in the future (a sort of short-term goal in the goal
TRY LATER = everything you have no time right now but you can check in future
LEAVE = whatever is not appealing or useful to you go in this category

Use the four quadrants to set up your priorities:

what you are going to learn
the tools and resources you are going to use

When writing down in the quadrants, you should consider:

Focus on 20% of the overall items to achieve 80% of the results.
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DO PLAN

TRY LATER LEAVE



GO! (and keep going)

HERE'S A SET OF FEATURES TO HELP YOU ON THE RUN:
WHAT WORKS BETTER FOR YOU? HOW CAN YOU USE WHAT DOES NOT?

The most powerful of all. Use your
mind eye to picture the words and

concepts you are learning. Use
powerful, colorful, ridiculous images,

because they stick better.

Hate me for stating the obvious,
however many do not make the effort
to repeat words over time. Sounds like

Italian doubles or the French "r" are
better understood when vocalized.

To get used to any language, you
should make sure that alien talks

become understandable to you. That
includes pronunciation and cadence

on real speeches.

VISUALIZATION SPEECH LISTENING

THE IMPORTANCE OF DUAL CODING
When neurons fire together, wire together.

 

Visualization is far more powerful than other learning channels.
You can take advantage of that by using the creativity of
mental visualization to better remember. Every time you read
or pronounce words and concepts, picture them in your mind.
Connecting your senses is way more powerful than keeping
everything abstract. If you can touch and feel a thing, is going
to be more memorable. Speaking of which...

THERE IS NO LEARNING WITHOUT MEMORY
You don't need to be Einstein to unlock your memory potential. You can learn

easier if you trick your brain into remembering better. Dual Coding is a great tool,
but there are many others.

Check out on the internet about journaling, memory palaces or mind mapping.
Contact me if you want some good reference.



When learning a language, Dual Coding consists in having
multiple cognitive grasps on the same concept.

Other than imagery, you can consider also sensory and auditory stimuli.
 

Here an example:

There is usually no assonance or link whatsoever between the
same sentence in Slovak and English language.

This often happens while studying languages anew, especially those with different root.
 

Let's now try Dual Coding to make the sentence sticking to our mind:

ZOO is both a location and sounds like the start of
the word Zostávam. We must see the zoo through
our imagination!

Also the syllabe -sta- is included in "Zostávam" and
in the verb "Stay". This should recall its meaning.

"Tu" means "here". The location mark on a picture of
ourselves is likely to hint our current location (I am
here).

The whole concept has to do with "staying" - the
cage bars are forcing the elephant to stay.  For what
you know, the elephant could be mad for that.

At the end, you will have encoded:
< Zoo + Sta(y) + V + AM + here = tu >>> Zostávam Tu >

An example of Dual Coding

ZOO

 

By my own experience

Zostávam tu I am staying here

Does not sound absurd? Of course it does!
That is why we are going to remember it better.

 
 

Every time you meet a new word, you can try to
picture its meaning with huge, funny, ridiculous images.
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Memorizing words and sentences is useful at first
to understand the mechanics of the language.

 
What matters is if you can actually use all you learn without getting entangled.

 

Here's how you can put yourself to the test.

ARE YOU CATCHING UP WITH YOUR DEFINITION OF

FLUENCY?

Level Up & Record Progresses

UP!

1. KEEP A JOURNAL 2. DARE TO SPEAK UP
Journaling is both the exercise of
writing down what we have learned
and a system to review our progresses
and can be used to aid dual coding by
sketching what we learn when we are
not yet familiar with mental imagery.

Modern technology is awesome for
practicing speech when you are afraid
to go live. Platforms like Busuu allows
you to be tested by natives and assess
your fluency. If possible, do not miss
to ask help of a fluent or native friend.

A self-directed approach is excellent if it comes with discipline.
If you find yourself back in track and you acknowledge the need of

a language teacher, do not necessarily exclude the option.
Step 3 and 4 are cyclic, but sometimes you will need to go back to

your motivations and priorities to find what blocks you.



Checklist

Here's a way you could review daily your language learning.
Planning can be done regularly, but doing is how actually you move forward.
The set of question can help you reviewing your achievements and blockers.

 

BEFORE STUDY
What will I learn today?
If you don't know yet, have a fast look at the material as a pre-reading activity.

How many tools I can use?
Consider all tools at your disposal (papers, audio, apps like Mango or Duolingo etc.)

Where did I get stuck last time?
As said, there's no learning without memory. Review and rehearse what you did last.

Why did I get stuck?
That's optional, but sometimes we have to focus on weaknesses and find alternatives.

How long I can practice today?
(Then go on "deep work" mode - switch off everything but what you need to practice.)

AFTER STUDY
What have I learned today?
Rehearse and wrap up all new words, constructs, rules you went through 

How I am going to learn more?
Maybe it's time to test what you learned - out of the book!



CONGRATULATIONS!
You just created a language learning plan for yourself.

 
You achieved a great result by transforming a buzzing problem in

your head through a creative, thought-provoking process.
 

This toolbox just gave you the upper hand. With few tips and small
efforts, you can invest your energies in what matters the most:

learning! 
 

You made clear to yourself the purpose of your journey:
doing so, each moment spent on it will be of value.

 
Finally, you prioritized what is for you essential to do now and what

can be left for later. This is an awesome productivity hack.
 

By now, there is no excuse: do not fail yourself by holding back.
You just envisioned what you are capable of!

 
If you slow down or you get lost along the way, come back to this

toolbox and repeat all the steps,first to last. Sometimes an
assessment is necessary not to lose focus on your real outcome.

 
If your goal for this learning changes along the way,embrace it and

move on! You may find more reasons to master a language.
 
 I hope you enjoyed your learning journey!

If you are looking for more, don't forget to consult my website:
The Key To Think

 
Something not clear? You have troubles with moving forward?

Let me know via email, I will reply as soon as possible:
 

www.keytothink.com/contacts



BONUS
Hi there! If you made it so far, you truly are committed.

I guess you need more than a reward.
 

Interactive practice is what you are looking for to make sure you
achieve real fluency.

 
Here I listed few online services for language learning

with at least a basic free version. I have tried all of them.
 

Mango Languages
An online service which includes a big deal of languages, including

ancient and constructed languages.
 

Busuu
A learning social network where native speakers commit to teach

you, including writing and phonetics. And you can teach, too!
 

Duolingo
The popular app, recommended for learning vocabulary and

strengthen your fluency.
 

AnkiDroid
With this app you can create flashcards to help you rehearse what
you have learned. Features audio, video and picture recording to

maximize your learning experience.


